ORDER

A Committee of the following officers/ and experts is constituted to select the exact locations of 01 Special Schools, 01 Central library and 02 Resource Room at Amrita Shergil School Building, Lajpat Nagar-IV, New Delhi so that the school, library and Resource room are easily approachable to the children with severe disabilities and ultra modern facilities are provided:-

1. OSD (IEDSS) - Chairperson
2. Sh. Sandeep Tambe - Vice Chairperson
   Assistant Director (Academics), RCI.
3. Sh. K.J. Kuriyan - Member
   Principal, JPM Blind School Lodhi Estate
4. Sh. Amarkesh Mahindroo - Member
   Spl. Education Teacher (HI), NHHH, Lajpat Nagar
5. Mrs. Usha Grover - Member
   Retd (Lecturer), NIMH, Lajpat Nagar
6. Mrs. Poonam Sharma - Member
   EVGC, District Coordinator (North), DoE

The above experts shall be reimbursed transportation/conveyance charges.

This issues with the prior approval of Addl. DE (IEDSS)/SPD-SSA.

Dated: 21-4-2015

Udhava Singh Kurmi
DDE (IEDSS & IE-SSA)